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Foreword

This manual should be considered as a part of the machine. This manual is produced
because:

1. Driver should fully understand how the machine works.
2. Driver and people near the machine should not get hurt.
3. Driver should be able to run the machine with maximum efficiency.

Be sure to read safety regulations. To get the most out of your machine you need to
maintain and operate it according to the instructions in this manual. If there are any queries
please contact o r local dealer or contact splease contact your local dealer or contact us.

REKORDVERKEN Sweden AB 

Application and function
Chopper drive line is a fully automatic switching between chopping and windrowing by only 
toggle a switch.togg e a s tc

Safety
This sign marks important safety instructions in this user manual. 

Values
All values in this user manual are written according to the SI-system.g y

Right-hand and left-hand sides
are determined by facing the direction of forward travel. 

Machine sign
Make a note of your machines type, serial number and year of manufacturing. These
numbers are necessary to have when ordering spare parts.



Identification view
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Safety

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove 
key before operating adjustments maintenance andkey before operating, adjustments, maintenance and 
service.

Safety decals on chopper

Always stop straw chopper before maintenance

Always have spreader hood in spreading position when straw chopping

Always read user`s manual before using straw chopper

Do not walk behind the straw chopper

Safety decals on shields

Avoid serious injury or death from 
entanglement. Never raise shield with engine 
running. Stop engine and remove key.

Do not touch any moving machine parts. Wait 
until all moving parts have stopped..
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Controls and instruments

Toggle switch for chopper position.

Toggle switch
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Operating

Moving chopper from chopping to windrowing position.

4.
Push toggle switch to the left for 
moving chopper to windrowing 

position. Push until LH LED illuminate

2. 
Disengage Claw clutch disc by pull it 
out. (this activates sensor and must 
be done before moving chopper)

1. 
Open door

LH LED

3. 
Close door

Sensor

5.
I t ll t k

Sensor

Chopper knives will be damaged
Install straw rakesif separator is started with clutch 

engaged in windrow position.
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Operating

Moving chopper from windrowing to chopping position.

1.
Remove straw rakes 

and place them at there 
parking place.

2.
Push toggle switch to the right for 

moving chopper to chopping position. 

4. 
Engage Claw clutch disc by 
push it in. Place holes in 
Pulley and Claw disc, 
concentric when engaging 
claw clutch.

5. 
Close door

g pp pp g p
Push until RH LED illuminate

RH LED

3. 
Open door
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Sensor

Rotor speed alarm is 
automatically turned on



Operating

Parking place for straw rakes

Straw forks in parking position
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Operating

Chopper quality adjustment
The straw chopper can chop many differentThe  straw chopper can chop many different
crops. Counter blade and space bar shall be
adjusted depending on crop and chopping 
result. 
How the straw chopper is adjusted affect 
how long the straw will be and how much 
power the chopper consume. 
H f ll d ti h t

Space bar

Here follows some recommendations how to
adjust the straw chopper in different crops.

Cereals: Wheat, rye, barley and oat. Position 1

Position 4

Space bar ought to be installed. 
Counter blade bar can be in position 1, 2 or 3 
depending on how short the chopped straw 
will be and how wet the straw is. 

Position 1, take most power and if the straw is moisture, there is a risk that material starts to build 
up on the counter blade and power consumption will increase. p p p
If straw builds up one ought to set counter blade bar to a less aggressive position. 

It is more important to use space bar then to set the counter blade in a more aggressive position. 
Space bar consumes less power compared with adjusting counter blade from position 2 to 1. 

If you priority good chopping result will the straw chopper consume more power which can effect 
the combines capacitythe combines capacity. 
It is very important to adjust the straw chopper correct considering to chopping result and combines 
capacity.

Rape:
If the crop is heavy, space bar ought to be not installed. Counter blade bar ought to be in position 4. 
A less aggressive position of counter blade helps the material come into the straw chopper. 
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Operating

Adjusting spreading width and evenness, mechanical
Spreader hood is set from factory to receive an even spread pattern.
However are vanes individually adjustable by moving them at front and rear position  

Deflectors can be adjusted for 
minimum and maximum spread 
Picture shows maximum spread

Picture shows
minimum spread. 

Picture show indicator when
vanes are in normal position

Ch l b dj t d

Indicator

Chopper vanes can also be adjusted
up and down.
Normal position is in the middle
of the 3 holes.
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Operating

Adjust spreading width and evenness, electrical
Spreader hood is set from factory to receive an even spread pattern.
However are vanes individually adjustable by moving them at front and rear positionHowever are vanes individually adjustable by moving them at front and rear position  

Deflectors can be adjusted for 
minimum and maximum spread 
Picture shows maximum spread

Picture shows
minimum spread. 

Picture show indicator when
vanes are in normal position

Indicator

If the wind is blowing from the 
side, set chopper vanes against 
the wind to prevent the standing 
crop from becoming covered with 
chopped material Chopper vanes

Indicator

chopped material.Chopper vanes 
are adjusted centrally by means of 
electric motor. The adjustment is 
made from the operator’s cab.
Picture shows maximum 
spread to the left and reduced to 
the right.

Chopper vanes can also be adjusted
up and down.
Normal position is in the middle
of the 3 holes.
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Operating

Changing chopper for corn (LOW speed).

Small pulley
2.

Remove shield

Big pulley

1.
Remove shield

3.

Picture shows HIGH speed setting

3.
Loose belt tension

4.
Switch from Small 

to Big pulley

5.
Switch from Big to 

Small pulley

8.
Install shieldInstall shield

Pi t h LOW d tti 6.

7.
Install shield
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Operating

Changing straw chopper for corn
Space bar and counter blade bar shall not be installed Slotted plate shall be replaced with a plateSpace bar and counter blade bar shall not be installed. Slotted plate shall be replaced with a plate 
without slots. 

Plate without slotsPlate without slots

Remove 
space bar
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Operating

Chaff Spreader Working positions.
Chaff spreader can be set in three different working positions. Use that position which give best 
straw flow when windrowing.g

Top position
C rtain attached in

Curtain attached on Curtain attached on 
Curtain attached in 

top holes
pins.pins.

Pull knob and tilt 
chaff spreader bychaff spreader by 
grip the handle.

Middle position
Curtain attached in 

middle holes

Bottom position
Curtain attached in 

bottom holes
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Operating

Chaff Spreader Service positions.

1 21.
Remove curtain 
from pins and ball 
screws.

2.a
Pull knob and 
grip the handle. 
Tilt chaff spreader 
to service position 
(a) or (b)
Picture shows (a)

2.b
Pull knob and 
grip the handle. 
Tilt chaff spreader 
to service position 
(a) or (b)(a) or (b)
Picture shows (b)

Chaff Spreader Trailer position.

Top position
Curtain attached in 

h ltop holes
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Adjustment of belt tension on secondary belt
With the belt installed tighten the adjustment nuts (2) until the spring guide (3) contacts the springWith the belt installed, tighten the adjustment nuts (2) until the spring guide (3) contacts the spring 
housing (4).
If there is a gap of more then 2 mm between the spring guide and the spring housing, then 
adjustment is needed.
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Adjustment of belt tension on tertiary belt when straw chopper is in 
chopping positionchopping position.

1.
Make sure chopper is in fully forward position (chopping position)
If chopper is somewhere between forward and backward position 
when tighten belt will the belt be over tighten and failure.

2.
Tighten nut until washer aligns
with the gauge.
Do not over tighten.
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Adjustment of belt tension on tertiary belt when straw chopper is in 
windrowing positionwindrowing position.

1.
Make sure chopper is in fully rearward position (windrowing position)
If chopper is somewhere between forward and backward position when 
tighten belt will the belt be over tighten and failure.

2.
Tighten nut until washer aligns
with the gauge.
Do not over tighten.
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Replacement of secondary belt

4 Replace belt

2.
Remove shield

4. Replace belt
5. Tighten belt
6. Install shields

1.
Remove shield

3.3.
Loose belt tension

Replacement of tertiary belt.

2.

3.
Remove slide bracket

Remove shield

4. Replace belt
5. Move chopper to chopping or windrowing position

1

pp pp g g p
6. Install shields
7. Check belt tension

20
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Replacing rotor and counter blades

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key. 

Changing rotor blades
Always exchange damage blades. Damage blades cause vibration and give consequential 
damage. 
Worn out blades increase power consumption and degrade chopping quality. The blades are 
reversible for double length of life g

Always use gloves when changing blades

Remove broken blade (A). Clean and oil. 
Install new original blade (B).
Tightening torque shall be 65 Nm
A small difference in weight on the opposite blade can cause vibration.
Th f l h th it bl d t hi d b lTherefore always change the opposite blade to achieve good balance.

Changing counter blade
Remove locking plate.
Change counter blade.
Install locking plate.

Counter blade bar Locking 
plate
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Adjustment of claw clutch sensor

1.
Claw disc fully out

2.
Adjust to 4±1

Between sensor and disc
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Adjustments and Maintenance

Ladder in climb up position

Attache ladder at hooks

Ladder in parking position

Use  rail as a support

Attache ladder at clamps

Attache ladder at clamps
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Service

Every day
1. Check that blades not are broken. Broken blades reduce chopping efficiency and cause 

vibrations, which could damage the straw chopper and combine.
2. Check belt tension.

After season or 200 hours
1 Clean chopper1. Clean chopper.
2. Oil the rotor blades.
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Specifications

Operating speeds
Speeds shown are average and can vary from machine to machine Speeds are rated at high idleSpeeds shown are average and can vary from machine to machine. Speeds are rated at high idle 
with separator engaged, no load.

Front Jack shaft speed (primary and secondary belt) 1890 rpm

Upper jack shaft speed (secondary and tertiary belt), high speed 3500 rpm
Upper jack shaft speed (secondary and tertiary belt), low speed 1020 rpm

Chopper rotor, high speed 3500 rpm
Chopper rotor, low speed 1020 rpm
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Electric diagram
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Electric diagram
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Trouble shooting

Chopper is not moving when pushing toggle switch for moving.
Is main switch on combine activated? No. Activate switch. Yes. Follow next step.
Is fuse 40 A broken? Yes. Change fuse. No. Follow next step.
Is it proper chassi frame connection? No. Make proper connection No. Follow next step.
Is it correct distance between claw clutch sensor and claw clutch? No. Adjust distance. Yes. Follow next step.Is it correct distance between claw clutch sensor and claw clutch? No. Adjust distance. Yes. Follow next step.
Is LED on claw clutch sensor illuminate when pushing toggle switch? No. Change Sensor or relay 1 Yes. Change relay 2.
Is chopper moving now? Yes. Done No. Change toggle switch.

Problems with speed alarm
No. Check actuator limit switches. Yes. Follow next step.

Is relay 3 and/or 4 working properly? No. Change relay. Yes. Follow next step.
Is there +12VDC at pos 9 when separator is engaged? No Check harness connections to magnetic clutchYes. Follow next step.
Is there connection in rectifier? No. Change rectifier. Yes. Check harness connection inside box.

Is red position LED luminate when toggle switch is pressed and 
actutater has reach end position?

Rectifier

Position 
LED

Position 
LED

Pos 9
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Theory of operation for speed signal

When the chopper is in chopping position is speed read from the sensor at 
chopper. 
When the chopper is in windrowing position is speed read from the sensor at 
intermediate pulley above chopper.

Which sensor is read is depending on position of chopper actuators and which in 
turn controls the relay 3 and 4. 

Relay 3 is activated when the two actuators are fully extended and separator is 
engaged.

Relay 4 is activated when the two actuators are fully retracted and separator is 
engaged.
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